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Part III. Topics



2013 State of the Practice (SOP) 
Hurricane Surge Hazard Analysis

http://www.slfpae.com/statusreports/2013%2005%20-
%20Hurricane%20Surge%20Hazard%20Analysis%20-
%20Jacobsen.pdf



� Spurred by

� Extreme storms: 2004 Ivan; 2005 Katrina, Rita, & Wilma; 
2008 Gustav & Ike; 2012 Sandy 

� Concern throughout the Gulf & Atlantic Coasts

� Warnings about accelerating climate change, rising ocean 
temperatures, sea-level rise, & coastal erosion.  

� Need for better wind and surge

� Forecasts—evacuation & other emergency preparations & 
responses. 

� Hazard analysis; mitigation planning; NFIP; etc. 

� 10-yr federal investment >>$100,000,000.

� The investment has advanced understanding of hurricane 
climatology & surge physics, together with SOPs for 2D 
surge modeling & surge JPAs.

Advances in Hurricane Surge 

Science

But significant limitations remain!  



6 Advances in Hurricane Climatology

1. Extended wind-field characteristics: 

� Holland B, RH , & RTS.

� Energy indicators—Integrated Kinetic Energy (IKE). 

� Asymmetries.

� Secondary eyewalls & banding.  

� Extended wind-field effects on surge—2008 Hurricane Ike.  

� Frequency of large, slow-moving, low intensity hurricanes—
2012 Hurricane Isaac.

Hurricane Katrina Hurricane Gustav Hurricane Isaac

Hurricane Wind-Fields (H*Winds) NOAA-HRD (AOML) 



6 Advances in Hurricane Climatology

2. Hurricane genesis, intensification, 
decay, & track

� Tropical cyclone heat potential 
(TCHP)

� Gulf of Mexico’s Loop Current

� Regional atmospheric conditions.  

3. Climate cycles and trends

� Inter-annual El Niño-Southern 
Oscillation.

� Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation. 

� 30-90 day Madden-Julian 
Oscillation.

� Global warming.

4. Refined historical record dating to 
mid-1800s.  

5. Paleo-climatology.



6 Advances in Hurricane Climatology

6. Incremental enhancements in quantifying regional 
probability (return frequency) of :

� Intensity—improved VMAX (PC ) regional return frequency.

� RMAX—better PC : RMAX correlation and variance.

� Holland B, RTS , RH, banding, IKE—better correlation & variance.

� Pre-landfall (72 to 12-hr) track; VF; θ to coast line.

� Landfall decay—better trend and variance.



Future of Hurricane Climatology

� Continued improvement 
in forecasts of track & 
wind-field.

� Surge MOMs for Cat 1 
thru 5 hurricanes & Max 
Prob/Poss Hurricanes—
maybe some tweaking. 

� Better hurricane wind 
and surge hazard 
analysis with improved 
understanding of 
climate cycles and 
trends.

PC = 880 mb
ΔP > 130 mb

RMAX = 25 n-miles  

Hurricane return frequency will continue to be a 
subject of considerable uncertainty!



Surge Physics
� Fundamental 2D (& 3D) hydrodynamics—Shallow Water 

Equations—have long been well established.

� Encompass the full range of physical actions:

Gravity Tides Coriolis

Atmospheric pressure Canopy Effect* Wind Sheltering*

Wind-water drag* Hydrodynamic frictional drag*

Wave radiation stress* Baroclinic stress Turbulence*

� *6 components face challenges to empirical parameterization.



3 Advances in Surge Physics
1. HPC enabled greater spatial/temporal refinements in 

modeling the physics.

2. High resolution nodal attribute data (e.g., topo/bathy & land 
cover) allowed evaluation & improvement of empirical 
formulations, such as

� Hydrodynamic drag

� Wind-water drag

3. Improved understanding of Surge Response:  

� What happens to surge—where, when, why, & how—as 
a consequence of changing a hurricane’s attributes.

� Peak surge as an explicit function of hurricane 
attributes (e.g., PC, RMAX, VF, θ, & Landfall X)—similar to 
a Stage-Discharge function for a river (Resio and Irish).

� Location-specific; account for landscape characteristics, 

� Much better than old rule-of-thumb:  
2.75 miles of coastal wetlands reduce surge by 1 ft.



10 Surge-Response Points

1. Extreme surge is foremost a product of wind-water drag

� Wind setup ∝ fetch, wind speed2, 1/depth.  

� Surge much higher for open coasts facing extended shallow 
continental shelves (unlike tsunamis).

2. Complex hurricane forerunners contribute to surge—e.g., 
long-shore currents along regional shelves coupled with 
Coriolis force.

3. Wind-field over large, shallow interior bays & lakes can 
produce drastic localized “tilting,” regardless of the 
“filling” from the prior forerunner or main surge.  

� Slow moving weaker hurricanes are capable of producing 
extreme tilting of large, shallow, interior water bodies—as the 
wind set-up has time to “fully develop.”  

� 2012 Cat 1 Isaac at Braithwaite worse surge than during 
Hurricane Katrina.



10 Surge-Response Points

4. Setup increases with the presence of topo blocking 
features—without which surge will spread out.

5. Counteractions by the landscape topographic “speed 
bumps” (e.g., cheniers & road embankments) & 
hydrodynamic friction (e.g., vegetation) decline 
dramatically with drowning.   

� Features that significantly reduce inundation from small-to-
moderate surge can have much less effect on extreme surges. 

6. The counteraction of hydrodynamic friction also depends on 
surge velocity.  

� Setup from slow moving storms may be relatively unaffected 
by coastal vegetation.  



10 Surge-Response Points

7. Coastal channels contribute significantly to the conveyance 
of tides & small-to-mod surges; BUT relative impact also 
declines with landscape drowning during extreme surges.  

� The exterior channels increase interior salinity, causing serious 
degradation to the wetlands.  

� Wetlands loss results in greater inundation for more frequent 
small-to-moderate surges, exacerbating wetlands loss.  

8. Impact of coastal features during surge events is both 
storm- & time-specific—complex impacts on surge hazard.  

� A coastal feature can reduce surge in one area while 
exacerbating it in another.  

� Closing a coastal channel may aggravate surge for some 
locations under certain scenarios.

9. Added setup from wave radiation stress gradients
associated with high wave-breaking—not included in SPH.  

� Particularly for open coasts; some impact for large interior 
water bodies such as Lakes Pontchartrain & Borgne.



10 Surge-Response Points

10. For simple coastlines, Surge-Response can be nearly 
linear.  But for complex coasts, with large shallow water 
bodies & range of topographic features, local Surge 
Response can be highly sensitive to slight changes in the 
storm’s local winds, track, & forward speed—making for 
a non-linear Surge-Response.

Fitzpatrick et al 2010



Future of Surge Physics

In the coming years scientists will continuing to investigate 
Surge-Response topics, especially 

� Localized “tilting” during complex wind-wave conditions .

� Hydrodynamic drag during overland inundation.

� Plus, additional contribution of rainfall & runoff to surge 
elevations in specially sensitive areas.

Teasing out the nuanced influences of terrain, 
channels, & various forms of vegetation during 
changing surge depth & velocity are crucial to 
improving surge hazard analysis.  This is also 

central to coastal protection & restoration interests.



8 Advances in HPC/High-Resolution 

Modeling
1. Tighter spatial discretization.  

� HPC supports millions of spatial computation nodes.  

� Regional models with critical features to scales of less than 100 
ft, (with local models refining features to less than 30 ft).  

2. Nodal attributes. 

� Detailed spatial specification for topo/bathy, wind sheltering, 
canopy-induced wind reduction, hydrodynamic friction, & 
turbulence.

3. Boundary & initial conditions.  

� Models can address seasonal variations in regional mean water 
levels, time varying river inflows, & levee overtopping.

4. Coupling with wave models.  

� Wave models (STWAVE & SWAN) have been incorporated 
directly into the surge hydrodynamic model code for seamless 
computation of both surge & wave conditions. 

� Interaction of wave radiation stress gradients on surge heights 
& currents; and of surge depths & currents on wave heights.



8 Advances in HPC/High-Resolution 

Modeling
5. Wetting & drying.  

� Improving algorithms to start & stop flow computations at an 
advancing or retreating inundation front and issues associated 
with wetting & drying accuracy & efficiency.

6. Longer pre-storm simulations.  

� “Spin-up” their models with weeks of tide & local wind 
simulations.

7. Integration with better wind-field modeling.  

� Variety of hurricane wind-field inputs, historic & synthetic storms

8. Codes, numerical methods, & HPC techniques.  

� Increasing number of code choices—ADCIRC, FVCOM, 
ADH, MIKE21, DELFT3D 

� Improving accuracy & efficiency of numerical methods, & the 
specific application of various HPC architectures, for simulating 
surge dynamics.  

� Optimizing spatial resolution in conjunction with these methods 
to drive better accuracy & efficiency.



Dietrich 2011 ADCIRC+SWAN
>5 million nodes;  Bathymetry



Dietrich 2011 ADCIRC+SWAN
>5 million nodes;  Mesh Resolution



HPC/High-Resolution Modeling 

Precision & Accuracy

Dietrich et al 2011—ADCIRC+SWAN hindcasts vs HWMs:



HPC/High-Resolution Modeling 

Precision & Accuracy
� Regional precision generally better than 25%.

� Discounting issues with wind & surge data, regional 
ADCIRC+SWAN precision may be better than 15%.  

� Regional accuracy generally better than 15%—NOTE no 
calibration—might make it worse for some storms.  

� Less precision & accuracy in locales with 

� Complex wind setup.

� Lower surges due to influence of topo/bathy & friction issues.  

Katrina Rita Gustav Ike

Slope of line fitted 
through 0,0 1.01 1.09 0.95 0.93

R2 0.93 0.79 0.80 0.77

Scatter Index (RMSE 
divided by mean SWL) 0.19 0.28 0.24 0.16

Normalized Bias (mean 
error divided by mean 
SWL)

0.14 0.15 0.14 -0.07



HPC/High-Resolution Modeling for 

Forecasting
� The accuracy, precision, & increasing economy make it the 

emerging tool of choice for forecasting.  

� ADCIRC Development Group teams with several partners 
to provide the Coastal Emergency Risk Assessment surge 
forecasts for use by emergency response agencies.

� http://coastalemergency.org/



Future of HPC/High-Resolution 

Modeling
� More application experience with recently parallelized 

codes—MIKE21, DELFT3D

� Further improvements in empirical physics & HPC will 
support more refined models.

� Ultra-High Resolution regional meshes capturing 
features to scales of 10s ft, producing some modest 
gains in hindcast & forecast accuracy & precision.

HPC/High-Resolution Modeling is the SOP.
No going back!

Better understanding of Surge-Response sources 
of bias will lead to acceptable methods of model 

calibration. 



6 Advances in Surge JPA

Refinement of JPM storm sample development:

� The demand for better quality FISs across the Gulf & 
Atlantic Coasts made HPC/High-Resolution modeling 
attractive for simulating the JPM storm sets. 

� JPM approach employed in eleven post-Katrina FIS surge 
hazard analyses

� To enhance and optimize synthetic storms, JPM analysts 
are using 6 techniques.  



6 Advances in Surge JPA

Fit of the GEV to Grand Isle Tide Gauge with 95%CI

http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/est/curves.shtml?stnid=8761724

1. Wider use of tide gauge EVF analysis.

� Lengthening tide records allow better EVFs.

� Data improvements—e.g., for vertical control.

� Can be used to improve results of JPA.



6 Advances in Surge JPA

2. More sophisticated empirical/historical and climate-based 
methods for defining universe of potential synthetic JPM 
storms—PC, tracks, θ, VF, RMAX, wind-field.

3. JPM-OS (Toro 2008):

� 1st prepares a preliminary surge hazard analysis with a much coarser 
(& faster) surge model using a very large number of synthetic storms.  

� The results of the preliminary analysis evaluated at locations of 
interest, & a smaller group of storms then selected to effectively 
represent surge hazard curves at the various locations.

� Mathematical techniques used to optimize storm selection.  



6 Advances in Surge JPA
4. Surge-Response-OS (Resio et al 2009): 

� OS is used to construct Surge-Response functions for locations 
throughout the region.  

� Separate hurricane joint-probability equation gives the frequency for 
any combination.  

� Using these two functions, 
peak surge & joint probability 
are generated for thousands 
of synthetic hurricane 
events, & these are 
then used to compute each 
location’s surge hazard curve. 

� For JPM-OS has no explicit 
focus representing Surge-
Response.  

� Both approaches need to 
ensure that OS adequately 
captures complex, non-linear 
Surge-Responses—for large 
sheltered coastal bays & lakes.  

Contour plot of Surge-Response for PC & RMAX

based on simple shoreline model



6 Advances in Surge JPA

5. Additional factors affecting surge hazard are treated for 
convenience as normally distributed random variables; 
lumped into a single variable—termed epsilon.

� Post-Katrina JPM approaches included four random variables 
in epsilon term:

Tide timing Surge model hindcast residual error
Holland B Wind-field variability  

� Individual standard deviations (σ) added in quadrature 
(taking the square root of the sum of their squares).  

� Incorporated into surge hazard curve via numerical 
integration—doesn’t require expanding the explicit JPM 
variables.

� Including an epsilon for these four variables can add 1- 2 ft 
to the estimated 100-yr surge for SELA locations. 



6 Advances in Surge JPA

6. Evaluation of JPM “sampling uncertainty.”

� Just one source of uncertainty.

� Refers to limited length of hurricane record on which the joint 
probabilities are based (surge hazard curve & individual surge 
hazard levels).  

� RMSE of an EVF fitted to the surge hazard curve is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the record length.  

� EVF RMSE can be a proxy for sampling uncertainty. 

� This estimate of surge hazard sampling uncertainty is highly 
sensitive to:

� Choice of EVF. 

� The judgment of record length that a set of observed 
hurricanes represents.  

Example:  if the observed hurricanes are drawn from a 65-yr 
record and a geographic area that is 6.1X larger than the region 
under study, can we really say the effective record length is 
396 years?



Future of Surge JPA

� In the coming years JPA will continue to evolve with 
further improvements in:

� Hurricane climatology expanding the array of hurricane 
attributes & refining estimates of their probabilities.

� Surge-Response.

� HPC/High-Resolution modeling. 

� There will continue to be blending of empirical & JPM 
approaches to JPA.

Both approaches to JPM will be 
enhanced by the ability to expand 
OSs to hundreds, if not thousands, 

of storms. 



2 Advances in What-If Scenarios

1. USACE and CPRA have used HPC/High-Resolution modeling 
(ADCIRC), downsized JPM-OS, and HPC to evaluate large-
scale RSLR and some landscape changes.

� Examined effect on selected storms.

� Limited evaluation of effect on surge hazard due to smaller OS.



2 Advances in What-If Scenarios

2. Local-scale models have enhanced evaluation of additional 
processes.

� Use other codes suitable for node-by-node analysis of 
constituent transport, such as MIKE21; FVCOM; DELFT3D; ADH.

� Study water quality impacts.

� Study geomorphological impacts, sediment erosion and 
deposition—e.g., barrier islands.

� Useful for selected storms and proposed projects.

� Can use regional surge model for boundary conditions.

� Smaller study areas may not require HPC.



Future of What-If Scenarios

� Continuing advances in HPC, HPC/High-Resolution modeling, 
and JPA, will allow 

� Better resolution of future conditions in scenario-specific mesh.

� More detailed What-If hazard analyses duplicating JPM with the 
full OS.

� Evaluation of a wider range of future conditions/cases:  RSLR, 
coastal erosion, vegetation change, projects.

� Local scale models will continue to be preferred to evaluate 
water quality & geomorphological impacts.

What-If Scenarios are usually 
subject to much greater uncertainty 

than current conditions.







The Surge-Response of 

Landscape Features

Barriers

� Analogy of dumping a drum full of water on a hard floor.

� Tipped over in the center of a room, the water will spread 
out evenly in all directions (assuming the floor is level) 
with the perimeter depths being small in all directions.  

� However, if spilled near the side of the room, directly 
towards a wall, the depth of the spill will be much higher 
at the wall.  

� The depth will be higher still if the drum is tipped over 
facing a corner.  

� Barriers convert surge kinetic energy to potential energy—
height.  

� Another common example of the barrier effect occurs 
when a river’s floodplain is restricted.  



The Surge-Response of 

Landscape Features

Conveyance Features

� Channels, lakes, bays, etc.

� Provide preferential topo/bathy flow paths, usually also 
with lower vegetative resistance.  

� In the case of the room spill, notable seams in the room 
flooring (e.g., between tiles or panels) & low spots will 
affect the distribution of the spill.



The Surge-Response of 

Landscape Features

Hydrodynamic Friction Features

� Friction features dissipate kinetic 
energy. 

� The spill in a room center will 
extend farther if the floor has a 
smooth versus a very rough 
surface.  

� Surface roughness will reduce the 
height of a spill against the wall—
just as a dampened pendulum 
reaches a lower height than an 
un-dampened one.  

� Preferential flow paths will be 
enhanced by rougher adjacent 
areas.



The Surge-Response of 

Landscape Features
General Considerations:

� Effect of barriers, conveyance, & friction features depends 
on their size & orientation with respect to surge flow.

� Drowning reduces the impact of drag. Influence on surge 
may be significant when depths are a few feet, but may be 
much less when depths reach double digits.  

� In the analogy, seams & roughness features may affect the 
depth & distribution for a spilled cup, but not a drum.

� Deformation also reduces impact:  

� Erosion.

� Flattened or uprooted vegetation.

� Channels silted-in or obstructed.  



Special Vulnerability of NO East-

Bank—8 Factors
1. SELA lies at the heart of the central-northern GoM: 

exposed to an exceptionally high landfall frequency of 
powerful hurricanes due to the very warm Loop 
Current:

� Fuels hurricane intensification & wind-field growth.  

� Role in every major hurricane that has made SELA landfall.  

� Also, sustains slow-moving, less intense storms.  

2. The protrusion of the Mississippi River Delta 

� Natural wall against which surge is driven by hurricane 
counterclockwise winds.  

� Much greater natural surge hazard on the eastern versus 
western flank.  

� Intersection of the Delta with 
the Mississippi Coast creates a 
critical corner in the East-Bank.  

� Surge >20ft at the regional 
Corner in 1969 & 2005.



Special Vulnerability of NO East-

Bank—8 Factors
3. Surge against the East-Bank further blocked by levees, 

greatly exacerbating surge heights.



Special Vulnerability of NO East-

Bank—8 Factors

4. Extremely shallow East-Bank coastal sounds, bays, & lakes.  

� “Filled” by the hurricane’s forerunner & main surge, & then

� Drastically “tilted” by strong, shifting winds with hurricane 
passage.

5. Subsidence of vast low-lying regional geologic platform. 

� RSLR rates of 1 cm/yr in parts of Plaquemines Parish.

6. Abandoned Delta lobes are rapidly fragmenting & eroding.   

� Expanding shallow coastal shelves, sounds, bays, & lakes 
increase wind fetch & surge conveyance.

7. Shrinking coastal wetlands reduce the landscape frictional 
drag on both extreme winds (especially from forests) & high 
velocity surge.  

8. If the Mississippi River is at moderate to high stage, inland 
propagation of surge, can threaten the integrity of the East-
Bank River levee.  



HPC/High-Resolution Modeling
� Shallow Water Equations are complex partial differential 

equations having no direct solution. 

� Algebraic equations are employed to approximate solutions:

� Spatial discretization:  Nodes (Elements)

� Temporal discretization:  Time Steps

� Three broad classes of approximation methods—implications for 
structured vs unstructured mesh and node-based conservation of 
mass, momentum, constituents.

� Computer codes solve the algebraic equations, which are 
written for each node in the domain.  

� Subdomains are created assigned to an HPC processor.  

� Over a time-step—e.g., 1 s—the equations for nodes within 
each subdomain are solved in parallel by HPC processors.  

� Between time-steps, subdomain output & input are transferred 
& incorporated as needed across subdomain boundaries.  

� This process is then repeated for subsequent time-steps until 
the entire simulation is completed.  



The ADCIRC Code
� Open source; active user group; list serve; annual workshop.

� Parallelized/HPC code has been in continuous R&D and 
commercial application for >12 years.

� Used in all 11 GoM & South/Mid-Atlantic coastal NFIP FIS 
since 2005 & preparation of maximum intensity MOMs.

� In addition to surge forecast & hazard analysis has been 
widely applied for coastal circulation studies (tides and wind-
driven conditions).

� Unstructured mesh allows for optimizing refinement where 
needed in a large scale regional domain.

� Choice of finite elements solutions—generally >2nd order 
accuracy; non-dissipative/low numerical dampening 
(requires detailed attention to instabilities).

� Locally conservative numerical method (DG) under active 
development.

� Tight coupling with STWAVE and SWAN.


